
Urbanity, audio culture and sound art have recently gained new focus in both academia and creative, 
artistic circles. The LAK Festival at Prags Boulevard in September is one of many 

cultural events bridging urbanity and sound. 
Sound in relation to the city is not a new phenomenon. In modernity,  sound and the rhythms of the 
industrial city was an unquestionable part of every day urban life. But how are the sounds of the pre-
sent city? How can we understand the many artistic and cultural expressions taking place in the city 

today?

The seminar seeks to define the emergent ecologies in recent urban and auditive cultures. Site speci-
ficity, the ambience of place and soundscapes in public space and how sound and sound art relate to 

urban transformation, are issues to be discussed on the seminar.

Inviting international and national speakers to give their perspective on sound, art and auditory cul-
tures in public space, the seminar will focus on the transformation of space through artistic interven-

tions, design and listening. For instance, we will discuss 
whether and how existing spatial qualities are used, assembled or even distorted – and how sound art 

as an aesthetical, qualitatively approach changes urban politics and 
social practices in the city.

The seminar is in English and is open to the public.

* * *

The seminar is organized by Performance Design, Roskilde University and LARM, 
University of Copenhagen. Proceedings will be published in Seismograf.org DMT 

URBANITY, SOUND AND ART SEMINAR
LAK Festival for nordisk lydkunst,

Prags Boulevard 43,

6. September 13:00 -16:30   



PROGRAMME URBANITY, SOUND AND ART
13:00-13:15 Welcome by Sanne Krogh Groth and Kristine Samson

13:15-13:35 Daniela Cascella: Sound Installations, off site and on site
In my presentation I will offer a number of case studies from site-specific projects that I curated in heritage and outdoors locations in Italy in 

the noughties, highlighting the specific challenges and issues presented by working outside of the museum space. 

13:35-13:55 George Klein: Sound situations – creating perception in sound art
Sound art in public space is always a question of perception. I want to give some theoretical thoughts on the fundamental conditions of per-

ception in sound art in such situations. After a lot of experiences in observing the public in my own installations I want to present strategies 

on involving the passers-by in urban space, which are often playing with a political background.

14:00-14:20 Jacob Kreutzfeldt: Urban transformations and sound art
This presentation will discuss how urban identities are constructed and transformed in concrete art projects. Looking at the urban surround-

ings and the ways these are presented in relation to the LAK-festival, the relationship between art and urbanity with particular focus on 

sound art and sonic environments is discussed. 

Intermission – coffee

15:00-15:20 Presentation by the people behind LAK
LAK’s vision is to launch new, experimental Nordic sound art in unique settings. LAK grabs sound art from its institutional settings and 

places it in a rough and urban setting. The festival takes place at Prags Boulevard 43, Amager in a former Sadolin lacquer factory, which 

presently is a user driven culture site for artists, entrepreneurs, and all kinds of folks – and it’s one of the most exciting and creative centers 

for innovative urban projects in Copenhagen.

LAK is initiated and organized by Katrine Møllebæk and Sif Hellerup Madsen. This years festival is curated by Sandra Boss and Jonas 

Olesen.

15:20-15:40 Ulrik Schmidt: Ambient space and ambient sensation
The ambient is the aesthetic production of the sensation of being surrounded. As a concept, 'ambient' is mostly used in relation to the music 

genre 'ambient music' and Brian Eno's idea of environmental background music. However, the production of ambient sensations must be 

regarded as a central aspect of the aesthetization of modern culture in general, from architecture, transport and urbanized lifeforms to film, 

sound art, installation art and digital environments. This presentation will discuss the key aspects of ambient aesthetization, including issues 

such as objectlessness, dehierarchization, ubiquity and the production of unfocused sensations in contrast to the conventional notion of the 

aesthetic experience as a focused contemplation of a stationary object.

15:40-16:00 Rikke Thiirman Thomsen: Sounds in public space
Recently Copenhagen Municipality seeks to design quiet zones in the city. It is due to regulations regarding noise reduction in general. The 

presentation will question the practical understanding of noise, quiet urban areas and sound in public space. The presentation will raise 

the question how – and if – we can design such quiet spaces, or whether sound can be analyzed qualitatively and aesthetically – and how 

sounds in general relate to the urban landscape, architecture and materials in the city. Finally I will propose a method for listening and 

qualitatively analyzing sound in public space. 

16:00 – 16:30 Panel discussion – all

* * *


